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“Look higher, my friend.  Look higher.”  How often do we miss something because 
we’re not looking high enough?  Because we set our sights too low? 
 
One of the core truths of spirituality is to live in the present moment.  That’s 
where reality is, where time ceases to exist, where there is no past and no 
present.  And yet, as people who have complex lives, we also can’t spend every 
moment in that blissful place, the present moment.  Even if we could train 
ourselves to be able to do that.  As Eckhart Tolle in his book, The Power of Now, 
points out, we still have to think about things that happened in the past 
sometimes, we do still need to make plans for the future. 
 
As someone said, “If you don’t know where you’re going, that’s exactly where 
you’ll end up.”  Here at UUFP, we’ve begun a new long range planning process.  
It’s more than just the nuts and bolts of making sure that things are running 
smoothly here.  It’s looking toward the future in a year, in 5 years, in 10 years and 
saying, who do we want to be?   What will UUFP be known for? 
 
 And in any kind of planning for the future, what do we need?  We need 
imagination.  We need vision.  And not the vision of just a few people.  I like what 
UU minister Mark Morrison-Reed says.  “Alone, our vision is too narrow to see all 
that must be seen…Together, our vision widens.”  We’ll do the imagining and 
hoping and dreaming together to create our unique shared vision for this 
congregation.  Together, our vision widens (like this – side to side – and like this – 
up and down) and we can “look higher.” 
 
There are also two things we don’t need.  We don’t need limitations of any kind.  
We don’t want to limit ourselves.  Visioning is “blue sky” thinking.  It’s called “blue 
sky” because we’re looking higher.  What’s up there?  That’s where Mount Fuji is.  
And we don’t need to know how we would implement our vision or how much it’s 
going to cost.  That comes much later. 
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As you may have heard during the announcements, we’ll be gathering here on 
Saturday, November 7th for a visioning and mission process.  I know it’s been a 
long time since the congregation has done this …I know that some people 
remember it as a difficult process. 
 
The good news is, we have discovered a completely different process.  A week 
ago Saturday, members of the board, Joanna and I got to try out this new and 
different visioning process.  Not only was it painless, it was actually fun and very 
exciting. 
 
This is the same process we’ll be using on the 7th.  And since you, the fortunate 
ones, are here this morning, we’re going to give you a bit of a sneak preview. 
 
But first, let’s explore this idea of looking higher a little bit more:  how do we get 
the blue sky ideas flowing?  Because we want to get into a frame of mind where 
we get beyond any limitations in our thinking, where we can set aside thoughts 
about challenges and concerns. How do we “look higher” so that we see the 
magnificent vision, so that we look beyond the haze? 
 
In the visioning workshop the board did, we reflected on several questions which 
helped us “look higher.”  One of those questions asked us what our most 
“courageous” vision was.  That word, “courageous,” sounded like it might be 
important.  So we talked about what that meant. 
 
Does anyone from the workshop remember what we said?  About why we would 
need courage?  (Becoming more active with some social justice issues might mean 
sticking our necks out; taking risks)  Can anyone else think of why it might take 
courage to “look higher” when we imagine our future together?  (We might try 
something and fail) 
 
Another reason we need courage is that if we’re imagining a future that’s in any 
way different from who we are now, that means change.  Renee Ruchotske (Ru 
HUT ski), one of our regional congregational life staff, recently made the 
comment that, “we know that to be alive is to be constantly changing.  Our 
biggest challenge today is that the changes that are happening around us are 
happening at a faster and faster pace.  They require not only changes in our 
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behavior but in our frameworks of understanding.  Perhaps even parts of our 
identities.” 
 
It takes courage to imagine these kinds of changes. 
 
She said something else that I found very interesting.  She said that people don’t 
fear change; they fear loss.  So as we envision a future that’s different from our 
present, it’s good to be aware of any fears that come up and to look at those.  
And as we begin to implement that vision, and start making some changes, we 
will want to be attentive to people’s feelings, and be gentle with each other, and 
to find ways to retain those qualities of our fellowship that are most near and 
dear to us. 
 
One of the questions we talked about is, “Who are we at our best and what about 
that is important to carry forward?”  Everyone in our group said it wants to keep 
our qualities of caring for and acceptance of each other.  Because these are things 
that we value about our current community.  So if we became larger, we might 
lose the ability to get to know most members, but we would still want to continue 
to be a caring and accepting community. 
 
That brings me to another point.  As people vision together, it becomes clear that 
we often value things that seem to be held in tension with each other.  For 
example, to the question, “Why do we as a congregation exist?” we said, we want 
to be a place for people to come into, “We exist to have a space for people to 
search for their spiritual truth, to follow their own personal path.” 
 
And, yet our discussion quickly showed us that an equally important answer to 
the question of why we exist is “to be out in the community, sharing our liberal 
religious message.” We exist both to serve those of us inside our walls and those 
of us outside our walls, in the larger community.  It’s not either/or, it’s both/and.  
So as we envision our future together, we want to be aware of finding a balance 
of our focus and our energy. 
 
Fear of loss and either/or thinking can both keep us from looking higher.  So, as 
we envision our future, we need to pay attention to how we’re feeling and how 
we’re thinking.  And make sure we’re not letting ourselves just look into the fog. 
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Now, just because some of the board members and Joanna and I did some 
visioning work already, I don’t want you to think the board or Joanna or I are 
going to be pushing for “our” vision.  We came up with a vision, but it’s only a 
partial vision.  That vision will be added into the mix of whatever the rest of the 
congregation creates on the 7th, and then we’ll have a shared vision.  And once we 
have a clear vision of who we want to be and what we plan to do, we’ll work on 
the specifics of actually putting our plans into action. 
 
OK.  So I promised I’d give you all a sneak peek at the visioning process.  I’m going 
to ask you something, and anyone who’d like to answer, please raise your hand.  I 
invite you to share a short –no more than a minute or 2—a short personal 
favorite memory about being a part of UUFP.  And I’m going to ask you to start 
your story with “I remember the time when…”  And it doesn’t matter if you’ve 
been here for 20 years or 20 minutes.  We all have stories. 
 
(Sharing by congregation) 
 
It’s from these stories that we begin to generate our personal visions of UUFP.  
When you come to the retreat, you’ll see.  The stories help us to think about who 
we are at our best, and, from there, we’ll move on to articulating our most 
courageous dreams for the future.  Together, we’ll encourage one another to 
“look higher, my friend.”  There’s a majestic vision there, if we just allow 
ourselves to see.  It’s a glorious vision of UUFP! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


